
toReady A�ange

Get your floral creations off to 
a beautifully easy start with 

semi-made bouquets.

Semi-Made Bouquets
{CREAT IVE INSP IRAT IONS        FROM HOBBY LOBBY®}free



Supplies for an anything-but-
ordinary flower crown: one 
semi-made bouquet (ours is 
burgundy rose and hydrangea, 
if you’re curious), a couple 
handfuls of greenery and elastic 
ribbon. Twist the stems together 
with floral wire, incorporate 
ribbon onto the ends, and 
finish with floral tape.  

Round & Regal

Macrame goes micro with 
this bouquet handle wrap. 

What: nylon thread 
from our Yarn & Needle 
Art Department. How: 

alternating square knots.

Wedding colors? Got ’em. 
Pre-picked, perfectly paired, 
no-guesswork flowers in those 
colors? Hello, semi-made 
bouquets. Combine two for 
wedding-worthy fullness, 
incorporating bead picks 
and lamb’s ear on each stem 
before wrapping together.

Well in Hand
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Glue cake board to bottom of foam. 
Attach cardstock strip around 
foam and place foam on cake.

When ready to cut cake, 
quickly and easily 

remove arrangement. 

Disassemble semi-made bouquet, 
trim stems, and arrange with

 lamb’s ear onto foam.

Cake-Topper How-To
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A paper-mache box becomes a 
memory-filled keepsake when you 
wrap it in faux bark and top it with 
a bed of moss, a base of succulents, 
and mounds of beautiful blossoms 
from a semi-made bouquet. 
Psst… Make it extra special with 
flowers from your bridal bouquet 
or wedding decor.

For Keeps

When your semi-made bouquet needs just a little 
something extra, go for ribbon. Weaving big loops into 
the bunch gives it volume, unexpected texture, and is an 
easy way to tie in coordinating colors not easily found in 
flowers or foliage. Tip: Secure loops with floral wire.

Ready for Ribbon
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Because Mom deserves flowers every day of the year! 
Arrange large complementary blooms—such as 
purple roses from a semi-made bouquet and loose 
yellow ranunculus—into a vase fitted with a foam 
half-ball inside. Then fill things out with wildflower 
picks and lamb’s ear sprigs.

Go-To Gift

Bunches of eucalyptus, lamb’s ear and fern fronds 
are the stars of this show, and semi-made bouquets 
make it easy to get just the right amount for your size 
of decor (we used two here for our medium-sized 
container).  What’s inside, you ask? Floral foam 
and moss.

Green Scene
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